Abstract-Data mining in brain imaging is an emerging field of high importance for providing prognosis, treatment, and a deeper understanding of how the brain functions. Dementia due to Alzheimer's disease constitutes the fourth most common disorder among the elderly. Early detection of dementia and correct staging of the severity of dementia is critical to select the optional treatment. The present study was designed to classify and categorize brain images of dementia patients into three distinct classes i.e., Normal, Moderately diseased, and Severe. Decision Forest Classifier was employed to classify the various Magnetic Resonance Images (MRIs) of dementia patients. Results of screening the MRIs are organized by classification and finally grouped into the three categories, i.e., Normal, Moderate and Severe. Experimental results obtained indicated that the proposed method performs relatively well with the classification accuracy reaching nearly 99.32% in comparison with the already existing algorithms.
Introduction
Neurodegenerative diseases are now generally considered as a group of disorders that seriously and progressively impair the functions of the nervous system through selective neuronal vulnerability of specific brain regions. Alzheimer's disease is the most common neurodegenerative disease [1] , which affects the brain and hence memory. It is a chronic, progressive organic brain disorder characterized by disturbance of multiple cortical functions, including memory, judgment, orientation, comprehension, learning capacity and language [2] . Clinically, the disorder is characterized by a gradual but progressive decline in memory and other cognitive domains and the frequent occurrence of non-cognitive behavioral symptoms. Neuropathologically, the cardinal features of Alzheimer's disease include neuritic plaques, neuro-fibrillary tangles, and the loss of synapses and neurons [3] . Alzheimer's disease has been identified as a protein misfolding disease due to the accumulation of abnormally folded amyloid beta protein in the brains of Alzheimer's disease patients [4] . Amyloid beta (Aβ) is a short peptide that is an abnormal proteolytic byproduct of the transmembrane protein amyloid precursor protein (APP), whose function is unclear but thought to be involved in neuronal development [5] . Neuropathogenesis is proposed to be a result of the accumulation of amyloid beta peptides in the brain together with oxidative stress mechanisms and neuro-inflammation [6] . Alzheimer's disease begins as a deficiency in the production of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. Patients with Alzheimer's disease show loss of cognitive, intellectual, functional and social abilities, and therefore become fully dependent on their caregiver. It is estimated that in 2010 over five million people will be diagnosed with probable Alzheimer's disease in the United States alone [7] [8] . Increasing age is the greatest risk factor for Alzheimer's disease; one-tenth of elderly over 65 years of age develop Alzheimer's disease, whereas nearly half of those over age 85 are diagnosed with probable Alzheimer's disease. Certain people in the population are at greater risk of developing Alzheimer's disease due to various genetic risk factors associated with Alzheimer's disease such as Apolipoprotein (APOE) polymorphism [9] . A person with Alzheimer's disease is expected to live an average of 8 years and up to 20 years after the onset of symptoms. An association between cholesterol and the development of Alzheimer's disease was suggested in the early 1990s and ever since, an increasing amount of research has confirmed that there is a link between cholesterol and the development of AD. A high cholesterol levels in mid-life is a risk for Alzheimer's disease [10] . The National Institute of Health predicts, if the current trend continues, there will be more than 8.5 million Alzheimer's disease patients by the year 2030 in USA alone [11] .In this paper we classify and categorize brain images into three distinct classes i.e., Normal, Moderately diseased and Severe. A Normal image is one in which the formation of plaques or neuro-fibrillary tangles are completely absent. A Moderate is a stage where we can find the symptoms of dementia, In Severe we can observe the accumulation of abnormally folded amyloid beta protein in the brains. The concept of decision tree is used for classification which consists of two stages; in the first stage the data extracted from the database is trained to correctly classify the images, by constructing a decision tree. In the second stage for every new tuple that is appended to the database, the decision tree is applied to classify it, termed as categorization. It is then tested on datasets by the method of cross-validation techniques which is cost effective. A detailed study on Diagnosis of Dementia has been proposed by many researchers. This section presents a brief survey of related work. WR Shankle et. al [12] have applied Knowledge Discovery and Data mining methods in conjunction with Electronic Medical Records of normal aging and demented subjects to automate the screening and diagnosis of Alzheimer's Disease and Vascular Disease. Classification and mining of brain image data using Adaptive Recursive Partitioning method and use of statistical methods for the diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease presented in [13] . Detecting discriminative Regions of Interest (ROIs) and mining associations between their spatial distribution and other clinical assessment is proposed in [14] . In this they used Naïve static partitioning approach for the diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease. Vasileios Megalooikonomou et al [15] proposed a framework for detecting, characterizing and classifying spatial Region of Interest (ROIs) in medical images such as fMRI for classifying Alzheimer's disease by applying characterization technique. Statistical as well as non-statistical methods for classifying three dimensional probability distributions of regions of interest (ROIs) in brain images for Alzheimer's disease is presented in [16] . Enhancement in the life-span of human beings in developed and developing countries has resulted in proportionate increase in the number of patients suffering from senile dementia. Alzheimer's disease is said to be the leading cause of dementia in elderly individuals. Alzheimer's disease individuals exhibit deterioration in mental functions rendering them incapacitated to perform normal daily activities. However, evidence shows that Alzheimer's disease can also afflict young individuals as early as 40 years of age. It is estimated that in 2010 over five million people will be diagnosed with probable Alzheimer's disease in the United States alone. Increasing age is the greatest risk factor for Alzheimer's disease; one-tenth of elderly over 65 years of age develop Alzheimer's disease, whereas nearly half of those over age 85 are diagnosed with probable Alzheimer's disease. The National Institute of Health predicts, if the current trend continues, there will be more than 8.5 million Alzheimer's disease patients by the year 2030 in USA alone. Hence there is an urgent need to understand the disease, to develop prophylactic strategies and minimize the complications associated with this dreaded disease by effective and timely management. It is very essential to diagnose and classify the disease in the beginning stage.
Model
The Architecture and modeling of the current paper is depicted in Fig. (1) . This model begins with the collection of brain images from various sources. Since the images found in various formats preprocessing becomes a necessity. In the feature selection process various statistical features are extracted by applying statistical functions on theses images which is then organized to form transactional data base. Classification is performed on these data, and then the new images are categorized accordingly. 
1) Data Collection:
Images for our experimental study were collected from various sources such as Alzheimer's disease Research Center (ADRC), National Institute on Aging, USA, and National Institute of health, and from various neuroimaging centers across the country. These images were used in our experiments for preprocessing and feature extraction for automatic classification of images.
2) Data Preprocessing:
Data from real-world sources are often erroneous, incomplete, and inconsistent. Most of the collected brain images are noisy and inconsistent. Hence, it is very difficult to interpret these images in their original form. Hence a pre processing technique which involves data cleaning and data transformation is applied which assists in removing outliers, noise and inconsistencies. In our study most of the collected images contains some labels and noise that need to be eliminated, this is done by cropping the image. Cropping basically removes the unwanted part of the image i.e., the extra peripheral region which is not of interest. This Cropping operation was done automatically by sweeping through the image, and finding those areas in the image that had a mean intensity less than a certain threshold, these parts of an image were cut horizontally and vertically. Most of the collected images contain some noise which is to be removed. For noise smoothing the filtering techniques were used. The three different classifications of the filters such as such as spatial low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filters. In our study we used low pass filters which is used for noise smoothening and interpolation. Fig. (2) shows the original image and the corresponding filtered image is shown in Fig. (3) . 
4) Classification:
Classification is the most commonly used data mining technique, which involves in separating the data into segments which are non-overlapping. Classification can be viewed as forecasting a discrete value. Any approach to classification assumes some knowledge about the data [17] .Hence a training set is used to identify specific parameters.
Training data requires sample input data, domain expertise, and a classification assignment to the data. The confusion matrix lists the correct classification against the predicted classification for each class. The number of correct predictions for each class falls along the diagonal of the matrix. All other numbers are the number of errors for a particular type of misclassification error. The outcome of classification can be described as • True positive (TP): A tuple ti predicted to be in class Cj, and is actually in it.
• False positive (FP): A tuple ti predicted to be in class Cj, but is actually not in it.
• True negative (TN): A tuple ti not predicted to be in class Cj, and is actually not in it.
• False negative (FN): A tuple ti not predicted to be in class Cj, but is actually in it.
•
The Selectivity and Sensitivity are used to determine the accuracy of the classifier.
A confusion matrix is used to indicate an accuracy while classifying a class with m classes which is an m*m matrix. A general confusion matrix for two classes is shown in the Table 1 .
5) Categorization:
The knowledge extracted from decision tree is represented as classification using IF-THEN rules. One rule is being uniquely created for every path from root to leaf node. Each attribute value pair along a path forms the IF path i.e., the rule antecedent. Prediction is held in the leaf node which holds the rule consequent (THEN part). This concept is very easy for understanding especially when tree is large. 
Problem definition

Gini importance.
Every time a split of a node is made on variable m the gini impurity criterion for the two descendent nodes is less than the parent node. Adding up the gini decreases for each individual variable over all trees in the forest gives a fast variable importance that is often very consistent with the permutation importance measure.
The out-of-bag (oob) error estimate.
In this random forests algorithm, there is no need for cross-validation or a separate test set to get an unbiased estimate of the test set error. It is estimated internally, during the run. In the present classifier algorithm, the concept of ten fold cross validation is used. For cases when the amount of data for training and testing is limited, cross validation technique is used. The data is divided in to 10 parts in which the class is approximately the same proportions as in the full data sets. Each part is held out in turn and the learning scheme on the remaining nine-tenth; then its error rate is calculated on the hold out. Thus the learning procedure is executed a total of ten times on different training sets to yield an overall error estimate.
Algorithm
Decision forest Classifier (DFC):
A Decision Forest Classifier consists of a collection of individual tree classifier. The concept of a general random forest is as follows:
Step 1: Let the number of training cases be N, and the number of variables in the classifier be M.
Step 2: We are told the number m of input variables to be used to determine the decision at a node of the tree; m should be much less than M.
Step 3: For each node of the tree, randomly choose m variables on which to base the decision at that node. Calculate the best split based on these m variables in the training set
Step 4: for I = 1 to N Call construct forest ( ):
Step 5: Draw a bootstrap sample from the data, term those not in the bootstrap sample as out_of_bag data.
Step 6: Grow a random tree, where at each node the best set is chosen among m randomly selected variables. The tree is grown to a maximum size and it should not be pruned.
Step 7: use the tree to predict out_of_bag data.
Step 8: in the end use the predictions on out_of_bag data to form majority votes. Let the feature space be represented as F = {f1, ….fM }, where M is the dimension of F. A database is created as db = {t1,……tI} where I is the size of db. Each record ti ∈ db is represented as a real valued vector ti = { ti,1, …. ti,M }. To train the random forest, we require a training set S = {(s1, v1)… (sN, vN)}, which intern is extracted from brain images after it is pre-processed and certain features are then extracted from it. We apply Random forest with relevance feedback and train a 3-class classifier h to classify the database objects as normal, moderate, severe.
Results and discussion
WEKA software (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) is used for the simulation purpose. The decision forest implementation in WEKA allows choosing the number of trees and also controlling the random attributes required at each node. It contains tools for classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization. Random forest classifier was applied to the data set which consists of 153 instances, with seven attributes of which 39 are Normal, 38 are Moderate and 74 are Severe. In our study, the features of brain image are extracted from statistical approach. These features formed the input parameters for the classification stage. The classifier accuracy was estimated by using the test option 10 -fold cross validation. Here 90% of the data is used for training and remaining 10% is used for testing. The experiment was conducted on the data set, and the average is computed. It divides the available samples into s disjoint subsets where 1≤ s ≤10. (s-1) subsets are used for training and remaining subset for testing. As we know the performance accuracy is measured in terms of Classification accuracy. The classification accuracy is computed using the confusion matrix, which helps in understanding the correctness of a test set model. In the present experiment we have taken three classes for classification Normal, moderate and Severe. Our test set consists of 153 instances of which 39 are Normal, 38 Moderate and 74 Severe. The Classification of Decision Forest Classifier over the given set of data with various algorithms is presented in Table 2 . The accuracy of the Random forest Algorithm is found to be 99.34%. The confusion matrix obtained for Test data is shown in Table 3 . It is observed that the numbers of correctly classified instances are good. It is important to note that the Random forest classification gives very good accuracy compared with the existing results which is shown in the Table 4 . The comparison of various classification accuracies of existing methods and the proposed methods are shown in the Fig (4) .Over the past decade functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has emerged as a powerful new instrument to collect vast quantities of data about activity in the human brain. The study of human brain function has received a tremendous boost in the recent years from the advent of fMRI, a brain imaging method that dramatically improves our ability to observe correlates of neural activity in human subjects at high spatial resolution across the entire brain. Electronic Medical Records such as MRI, and fMRI were used to examine the Neurodegenerative disorders. It is a great challenge to neurologists to get the information from electronic records through experience. In this paper classification and categorization of Electronic Medical Records are performed by random Forest classifier for three cases such as Normal, Moderate and Severe. Experimental results on the image data set have proved to be efficient, resulting in an accuracy of 99.32% and are better than the accuracies obtained from the existing methods. This work can be of enormous use as it can be used to extend the model to other neurodegerative disorders such as Huntington's disease and Parkinson's disease for the classification. This can be used by the Neurologists and radiologists to get the information from Electronic Medical Records to classify disease more accurately rather than deciding through experience. 
